Getting Accurate Ammonia
Level Test Results
People with urea cycle disorders (UCDs) often experience hyperammonemia, or high
levels of ammonia in the blood. A plasma ammonia reading (commonly called an “ammonia
level test”) is typically ordered when someone with a UCD shows signs of hyperammonemia,
or as part of the routine monitoring of a UCD.

Important treatment
decisions rely on
prompt and accurate
test results, and
inaccurate results
may be reported if
the blood sample
is not drawn,
transported, or
analyzed properly.1,2

Follow these steps to help ensure accurate results3-6
1. M
 ake sure the patient keeps his or her arm as relaxed as possible.
2. D
 o not use a tourniquet. Collect a free-flowing sample of venous
or arterial blood. Use a prechilled specimen tube if possible, with
lithium heparin or EDTA.
3. Place the sample on ice.
4. T
 he sample should be handled STAT. Transport it to the lab, separate
it within 15 minutes of the blood draw, and analyze it right away.
Important: Falsely high ammonia readings due to hemolysis can occur if the
steps for proper specimen collection and processing above are not followed.

If you have questions or concerns when conducting a plasma ammonia reading for this patient with a UCD,
call the patient’s metabolic geneticist.
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